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I wasn't always in love with Colton Calloway; I was in love with his younger brother, Kyle, first. Kyle was
my first one true love, my first in every way. Then, one stormy August night, he died, and the person I was
died with him.

Colton didn't teach me how to live. He didn't heal the pain. He didn't make it okay. He taught me how to
hurt, how to not be okay, and, eventually, how to let go.
                
                                                                   ***
Nell Hawthorne is in love with her life-long best friend, Kyle Calloway. Their young love is invincible and
life is full of promise; then one night Kyle dies suddenly in a tragic accident and Nell is forever changed. She
meets Kyle's older brother Colton for the first time at the funeral. They both struggle to move on with life as
best they can. Years later, they meet again in New York City, and Colton realizes that Nell has never really
gotten over Kyle's death. She seems to be harboring a deeply rooted pain, a heavy weight of guilt and regret.
He knows he shouldn't get involved, but he can't help himself. Trust doesn't come easily for either of them,
and they both have demons. Together, they learn the purpose of pain and the meaning of healing, and the
importance of forgiveness.

                                                                    ***
Excerpt from Falling Into You:

It was just a single sob at first, a quick, hysterical inhalation. Then a second. And then I couldn't stop it.
Tears, a flood of them. I felt the sand grow cold and muddy under my face, felt my body shuddering
uncontrollably. He didn't tell me it was okay. He didn't try to pull me against him or onto his lap. He kept his
hand on my shoulder and sat silent next to me. I knew I wouldn't be able to stop. I'd let go, and now the river
would flow un-dammed. No. No. I shook my head, clenched my teeth, lifted up and let myself fall down
hard, sending a spear of pain spiderwebbing out from my arm. The pain was a drug, and I accepted it
greedily. It was a dam, stemming the tide of tears....
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From reader reviews:

Charles Tapia:

This book untitled Falling Into You to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, honestly, that
is because when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy that book in the
book retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason to
your account to past this book from your list.

Richard Osteen:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book particularly book
entitled Falling Into You your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that
maybe unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a guide then
become one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get prior to. The Falling Into You
giving you another experience more than blown away your head but also giving you useful info for your
better life within this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try
this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Robert Clark:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Attempt
to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't determine book by its handle may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside look
likes. Maybe you answer might be Falling Into You why because the wonderful cover that make you
consider in regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is usually fantastic
as the outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Walter Feuerstein:

As a university student exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library in
order to make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's soul or real
their interest. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and can't see colorful
photographs on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that
on this age, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country.
Therefore , this Falling Into You can make you experience more interested to read.
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